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 THE LIFE MODEL OF REDEMPTION AND MATURITY  
 CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY BASED CARE   
 E. James Wilder Ph.D. 
 Shepherd's House 
Summary  
Maturity for ourselves and our planet is the normal object of human activity. People have the 
capacity to understand and accomplish this maturation in a coherent manner. We both know 
how people grow up and how to bring about this growth. Maturity has many aspects including: 
spiritual, emotional, physical, intellectual, relational, financial, and social. This breadth of 
maturity looks different at different stages of growth. Individual maturity has five stages each of 
which matures before the next stage can begin. These are 1) infant, 2) child, 3) adult, 4) parent, 
and 5) elder. 
 
Maturity is not automatic and each stage has growth requirements needed for success. 
Transitions from stage to stage require help from others. Full maturity requires the successful 
completions of all previous stages and transitions. Maturity is a life-long effort accomplished 
through hard work in committed relationships yet, because of our fallen state, we are plagued by 
dividedness which blocks and perverts our attempts to produce maturity. Evil injures us two 
ways, through 1) bad things that happen and 2) the absence of necessary goodness. These two 
types of wounds can stop growth and maturity in any area of life. Divided from God, others and 
parts of our own selves through the acts of war against us, we are greatly diminished in our 
capacity to live until we are healed as individuals and communities. Decontamination from this 
evil is beyond our capacity to achieve, direct or coordinate. This decontamination is God's work 
of redemption; it is our salvation and restoration.  
 
Redemption is the object of Divine activity. Redemption is not our dominion, consequently we 
cannot grasp it entirely. As humans, we can only glimpse the magnitude of redemption and yet it 
requires our participation. Redemption includes three aspects that affect maturation: 1) 
deliverance from evil, 2) healing, and 3) adoption or restoration to full fellowship with God and 
His people. The work of redemption through deliverance includes protection from evil, freedom, 
an end to oppression, and end to all the power, dominion, and control of evil within and around 
our life and history. Healing restores (removes the separations or divisions) in our bodies, souls, 
minds, spirits, and histories until every injury from the enemy is redeemed and we can receive, 
maintain and give life. Adoption is the aspect of redemption tied most closely to the normal 
human task of maturity. Adoption corrects the separation that divides us from God and others. 
Adoption attaches us to our spiritual family. These spiritually bonded relationships connect us 
with God and the people He gives us for spiritual family so that we may mature once again. 
 
Description 
In my view humans have been given dominion over normal maturity by the creation order. 
Inherent in this dominion is the capacity, as a people, to understand and accomplish maturation. 
That is, we both know how people "grow up" and how to bring about this growth. This is our 
business and is not beyond our capacity. We also know how our families and communities 
mature and are capable of directing this growth in a coherent manner. This is also our dominion 
and is within our grasp. Maturity for ourselves and our planet are the normal object of human 
activity. 
 
The reader will be familiar with the essentials of maturity for both individuals and communities 
but a brief discussion is necessary to point out what is rarely noticed. There are no spiritual gifts 
of maturity but rather, maturity is accomplished through hard work in committed relationships 
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which bring us from infant to child to adult to parent to elder. 
 
Maturity has many aspects: spiritual, emotional, physical, intellectual, relational, financial, and 
social. This breadth of maturity looks different at different stages of growth. In each of the five 
stages of maturity there is growth to be accomplished before the next stage can begin. Maturity 
is not automatic. Each stage has requirements for successful completion. In addition, transitions 
from stage to stage require help from others. Full maturity requires the successful completions 
of all previous stages and transitions. 
 
Because of our fallen state we are plagued by corruption which blocks and perverts our 
attempts to produce maturity. Evil damages us in two ways, 1) the bad things that happen to us 
and 2) the absence of the good things we need. Evil has the effect of dividing us from God, 
each other and even ourselves. As a result our minds, emotions, wills, spirits and bodies are 
divided inside of us just as we find ourselves separate from God and others outside of us. 
Decontamination from this evil is beyond our capacity to achieve, direct or coordinate. This 
decontamination is God's work of redemption. Redemption is the object of divine activity. 
 
Redemption is not our dominion. Redemption is too large and lofty for us, consequently we lack 
the capacity to effect or grasp the entirety of the project. We are incapable of understanding the 
"big picture" of redemption. Our inability is not due to randomness or incoherence of the 
redemptive work but rather to our finitude and the magnitude of redemption.  
 
The work of redemption is clearly described in scripture as only the dominion of God. We are 
told by Saint John that a search was made throughout heaven, earth and the underworld and 
none was found worthy except the Lion of the tribe of Judah. He was found worthy to make 
sense of all calamities, evil, war, terrorism and suffering. (Revelation 5:1-14) This is Lion 
territory and dominion. 
 
Surprisingly, the redeemed still play a significant part in redemption. This participation in 
redemption is a "bonus" or "gift" from God. Consequently the means by which we accomplish 
these tasks are referred to as spiritual gifts. Spiritual gifts teach us about God as we minister to 
others. Because we are not able to direct the work of redemption these gifts often take us in 
unexpected directions serving both to teach us about redemption and accomplish its purpose 
simultaneously. As a partial result, we are returned to our normal dominion -- producing 
maturity. 
 
Our dominion is restored by at least three means: deliverance, healing and adoption. Our 
participation in these three aspects of restoration is guided by our minds, emotions, bodies, 
spirits, souls and community through prayer by the indwelling of Holy Spirit from whom we 
receive all we need. It is only through this work of the Holy Spirit that the life we receive from 
Christ can overcome our splintering divisions. 
 
Deliverance is the acts of war by which the assault upon us is terminated. While the police may 
suffice to deliver us from an abusive spouse or burglar and an army may deliver a nation, full 
deliverance includes stopping the spiritual assault as well as the lesser onslaughts. The Lion 
directs our intelligent and prayerful participation in this battle. 
 
Healing is the restoration of our capacity to receive, maintain, enjoy and give life. The privations 
and assaults of evil create real losses. Damaged through acts of war against us, our capacity to 
live is greatly diminished until we are healed as individuals and communities. 
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Adoption reconnects us with others with whom we receive and give life. Once able to receive 
and give life, we require sources and receivers of life around us and connected to us. Through 
spiritual adoption we become part of the family of God. Adoption is also described as being 
grafted into the vine. It connects us to life so that we might bear fruit. These fruits are our 
spiritual offspring obtained through the workings of Holy Spirit in adoption. 
 
This writing presumes familiarity with Holy Spirit guidance of individual and community life 
through prayer, meditation and study until, like Christ, we do only what we see the Father doing. 
It also assumes that the many works on both healing and deliverance provide the necessary 
teaching on those components of God's restoration. Both deliverance and healing books tend 
toward narrow definitions of their subjects. Different texts are sometimes necessary for healing 
communities and individuals or deliverance from demons or abusive husbands. Still, many 
books address these needs. This discussion of adoption should add to (not a substitute for) 
these other aspects of redemption. 
 
The effects of redemption on our activity can be seen most clearly in the relationship between 
spiritual adoption and normal human maturity. This relationship occurs at both community and 
individual levels. Adoption (often referred to as "after-care" or "discipleship" or "follow-up" in 
ministries of evangelism, healing and deliverance) is the aspect of redemption tied most closely 
to the normal human task of maturity. Adoption attaches us into the spiritual family in which we 
mature. It overcomes the division between us, God and his family. 
 
Choosing the term adoption rather than community building is necessary because we refer to 
more than neighborly relationships in the spiritual family. The deep implications of spiritually 
bonded relationships challenges and changes the bonds we hold most deeply. This accounts 
for the resistance spiritual adoption receives as well as many of its abuses. 
 
Community based care (treatment, counseling, pastoral care) involves our attempts to bring 
about maturity in a spiritual context complete with healing, deliverance and adoption. To this 
end we examine the often ignored, and deeply threatening implications of adoption to the 
recovery from evil.  
 
Perhaps the most threatening implication of adoption is its denial of a caste system of spiritual 
superiority or belonging. All believers are adopted. There are no natural children except for the 
Son. No one is exempt from these claims and requirements. For this reason adoption cannot be 
attached to any existing systems of maturity building (counseling, psychotherapy, pastoral care) 
without radically changing the bonds in that system. The simplest and most profound way to say 
this is: after our adoption, all business is conducted between family members. Doctors must 
now treat patients as family and family as patients. We must sell our used car to a relative. 
Rather than avoid nepotism we must learn to maturely carry our responsibilities toward all. 
 
Adoption is not optional or unnecessary. A failure to adopt opens us to the ravages of evil. Even 
though adoption severely challenges most current counseling and pastoral care models, we 
cannot omit adoption, healing or deliverance from the transformation of our individual and 
community identities without giving evil the upper hand.  
 
In the end we return to the task of building maturity as our natural function. While we take these 
responsibilities with the greatest seriousness we are also aware without redemptive help we 
shall not succeed. Nothing will, in the end, turn out as we have planned--thank God. 
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 Definition of Terms 
 
1. MATURITY 

Extensive completion of aspects and transitions needed to fully become what God 
designed us to be at every stage of growth. 

2. REDEMPTION 
All of God's salvation and restoration from the presence and effects of evil. 

3. DELIVERANCE  
The acts of war by which the assault upon us is terminated in order to set us free from 
evil.  

4. HEALING  
The restoration of our capacity to receive, maintain, enjoy and give life.  

5. ADOPTION  
Connecting through eternal spiritual bonds with others with whom we receive and give 
life so we can all mature. 

 
 Stages 
1. INFANT 

The period from conception through age four marked by receiving care from others while 
discovering what one needs, feels, does and is. 
 The stage of the infant is marked by receiving. 
 The infant is taken care of by others. 
 Duration: Birth through three years old. 
 Needs: 

- Experience a strong, loving, caring bond with another 
- Have important needs met 
- Be able to identify his/her needs and feelings   
- Be able to ask for these needs to be met 

 
2. CHILD 

The period from four to thirteen marked by learning self-care, satisfaction and 
expression in the world of people and things. 
 The child receives and expresses. 
 The child takes care of him/herself. 
 Duration: four to thirteen. 
 Needs: 

- Develop resources and talents 
- Learn to do "hard things" they don't feel like doing 
- Learn to accept pain where necessary 
- Know what is satisfying 
- Be given an understanding of their own family history 
- Be taught the "big picture" of what life is about 

 
3. ADULT 

The period from thirteen until the birth of one's first child that is marked by fairness, 
mutuality and growing participation in the histories of others--most uniquely in marriage. 
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 The stage of adult is marked by fairness and an impact on history. 
 The adult takes care of him/herself and others simultaneously in satisfying ways. 
 Duration: Thirteen and older. 

4. PARENT 
The period from birth of first child until the youngest turns thirteen marked by giving life 
to one's children without needing to receive in return. 
 The stage of parent is marked by giving to one's own children. 
 The parent takes care of the child. 
 Duration: Conception until the youngest child becomes an adult. 

 
5. ELDER 

The period after one's youngest child reaches thirteen when one is a parent for the 
community by caring for its identity and the welfare of widows, orphans and strangers. 
 The stage of elder is marked by giving to those outside the biological family. 
 The elder cares for and raises the community. 
 Duration: Begins when youngest child becomes an adult. 

 
 
 Transitions 
 
Transitions are times of identity change. They are a personal crisis in which a well developed 
identity dies so that a new and larger identity may form. These are vulnerable times in which the 
family and other surrounding influences shape and interpret the newly formed self. 
 
1. WEANING 

A public transition from dependency to self care at age four. 
 
2. RITE OF PASSAGE 

Family and community confer on a thirteen year old a sense of history as they provide 
the training and acceptance needed to function as an adult. 

 
3.PARENTHOOD 

Between conception and birth of first child people become life givers with a child's life 
that will be in their own image.  

 
4. APPOINTED ELDER 

Recognition by the community that one has raised adult children sufficiently well to be 
appointed as a parent for the community. 
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 THE LIFE MODEL IN CHURCHES 
 E. James Wilder Ph.D. & James G. Friesen Ph.D. 
 
The Christ-centered LIFE model seeks redemption and maturity for individual believers and the body of 
Christ as a whole. LIFE has been endorsed by Rev. Dallas Willard Ph.D. as the best model on two fronts: 

1. The best model to bring Christ to the center of counseling. 
2. The best model to restore the disintegrating community fabric within Christian churches. 

 
In recent years the Christian community has suffered from an increasing disintegration and is now in need 
of community re-building. There exists a need to build a spiritual community that promotes belonging, 
healing and maturity. Simultaneously, the counseling field has come to recognize that trauma and neglect 
by family and community are the basis for most difficult-to-treat problems that keep sufferers on the 
margins of their communities, marriages, families and churches. For those on the margins to recover they 
must both receive and be received into healing families and communities. Their recovery and the 
restoration of church community have become matching goals. Fortunately, or perhaps by Divine 
providence, it is the very responses that the weak require from the strong which cause a fragmented 
church to become a strong community.  
 
In time, the authors discovered that the most marginalized individuals were survivors of extreme trauma by 
their own families and communities. For this group, recovery required two components, the healing of the 
individual and the re-creation of a family and community. LIFE teaches a combined ministry to those on 
the margins of the church and to church communities who will disintegrate if the weak are not included. 
For the last decade we have studied how to do both, using a two-pronged approach: First, help the weak 
and wounded create their personal community in which to recover and second, train the Christian 
community how to accept the wounded.  
 
The idea is to provide enrichment programs for church members who are developing redemptive 
relationships and survivors who need more than individual counseling. It is important for the survivors to 
have a program designed so that they both receive and give life within the church family. When the 
program is designed only to give life to the survivors they do not benefit much and neither does the 
church. 
 
To meet this two-sided need requires a two-pronged approach and with its two types of activity: the 
shepherd/counselor for the weak individual and the shepherd/teacher for the community. Both of these 
activities could also be called coaching, training, mentoring, or discipling but because not all of those on 
the fringe are Christians it must also be called outreach or even evangelism. Shepherds must be mature, 
experienced, trained, called and ordained to this service. 
 
This dual-sided problem and its two activities also requires at least two sources of funding. 
Shepherd/counselors may live from counseling fees paid by the weak but the shepherd/teachers must be 
paid by the strong who should also provide a surplus for administration. Outreach must come from gifts. It 
is neither possible nor desirable for the weakest among us to fund both their recovery and the preparation 
of the Christian community to receive them. The strong community grows not by attaching the weak to the 
fringe but by drawing them to the center from where they grow in maturity until some are strong enough to 
become the cutting edge and again live on the fringe to draw others into the heart of the community.  
 
What a church community looks like under the LIFE model: 
 
Saved by our Lord Jesus Christ, this church is lead by the Holy Spirit into God's redemptive works. They 
look to God for salvation, healing, deliverance from evil, and adoption into the family of God. Unlike some 
churches, they do not make programs out of redemption although they seek after God with their whole 
heart. They take seriously the mandate to bring all members to maturity and develop structures and 
programs to that end. Since this is the focus of the LIFE model we will describe the role of maturity in a 
church without forgetting that this is just a small aspect of a church. 
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The LIFE church leaders have all reached an adult level of maturity. They know that their actions, both 
public and private have an impact on history. The leaders understand that people have different levels of 
maturity. They recognize that someone's biological age may not match their maturity age. Leaders know 
how to determine their own and another's level of maturity. 
 
Leaders know that trauma--bad things that happen and the absence of good things--interferes with the 
normal process of maturing. They are aware that trauma produces dividedness and immaturity. 
 
The community is careful about who they place in leadership. They also pray maturity for their members. 
They know that people who look like adults may not have passed the child level of maturity. For example: 
A youth pastor was removed from his position after leaders realized he had a child level of maturity. He 
had not learned to care for himself appropriately and struggled to give proper care to the youth. He was 
divided--a part of him did not want God to lead his life. He was put under the care of a elder to bring him to 
an adult level of maturity so he could continue using his gifts and talents. Others will pray for, and minister 
redemption to, his dividedness as the Spirit has gifted them. 
 
The community prays for redemption, desiring every injury or sin, past or present, to be redeemed. They 
pray specifically for deliverance from evil -- that the assaults in and around a person's life be stopped; for 
healing -- restoring the capacity to receive, maintain, enjoy and give life so that no part of them is divided 
or separated from God; and for adoption -- for new believers and old saints to be attached into the spiritual 
family in which they will mature. 
 
The community encourages parents to cherish their children. Parents limit their involvement in outside 
duties and attend to the maturing and enjoyment of their own children. They know they are giving without 
expecting to receive in return. They know what children need from them. 
 
The community rejoices over children coming of age. Rites of passage are held for thirteen year olds who 
have moved from child to adult levels of maturity. These young adults know what they have accomplished. 
They have developed their resources and talents, learned to do hard things, have begun to accept 
necessary pain, and know what is truly satisfying. They have received an understanding of their family 
history and the history of God's family along with the "big picture" of what life is about. They know what is 
expected of them as adults and are prepared for difficulties because the community has assisted them. 
 
These children were first introduced into the care of the community at age five when they left infancy 
behind. Until then, the focus of every effort was building strong loving bonds with their mother and father. 
Their important needs were met for them until they could learn to identify their needs and ask for them to 
be met. At five they were ready to take their self-care skills into the community under their parents 
watchful care--just as Abraham held a feast at Isaac's weaning so that the community might celebrate and 
accept his son who could now feed himself. 
 
Leaders know that the challenge of marriage is only appropriate for someone who can take care of 
him/herself and others simultaneously -- an adult level of maturity. Those with infant or child levels will do 
poorly in marriage and even worse as parents. In fact, by understanding the five maturity levels, leaders 
are better able to anticipate and prevent crises. They have tools to steer though crises that are inevitable 
or necessary--tools appropriate to each person's level of maturity. 
 
Some elders have sensed God's leading to oversee the care of other people's souls in much the same 
way they care for the souls of their own biological children. Family ties are extended in the spiritual family. 
They care for, protect, love, and teach those God has given to them in later life. They watch with joy as 
those under their care are increasingly able to receive and give life. 
 
Leaders know that it is not only the fainthearted and weak who need adoption. Paul had Ruffus' mother as 
a mother for himself also. Jesus gave his mother and the disciple he loved to each other. Many who are 
perceived as strong benefit enormously from spiritual adoption. Some in the LIFE church see these 
adoptions as the difference between life and death, transformation and stagnation. The journey is painful, 
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the price is high requiring the dismantling of oneself as Christ is formed within. No one can do this alone. 
 
There is a broad base of financial support in this community. Tithing is the rule. The adults understand 
deeply what it means to receive and then give. Each expects to care for others and through giving 
participates in history. 
 
There is a reduced need for outside counseling and often counsel to share. The community itself oversees 
maturity, deliverance, overcoming dividedness, healing and adoptions. When problems are beyond the 
resources of the community, leaders will look prayerfully for outside help. 
 
Things in the LIFE church are not perfect. There is some chaos, difficulty, pain, and things are often a 
mess., but this community is the salt of the earth and the light of the world. They are people maturing and 
being redeemed. They know how to receive and give life. They are seen by those outside the Kingdom, 
many of whom hunger for life. 
 
Steps for including the weak and wounded: 
 
1. Church leadership must be prepared. 

A. United support for the program must include the senior pastor. 
B. Support means inclusion in the church budget. 
C. Willingness of leaders and mature members to invest oversight time must be obtained. 

 
2. Church membership must be prepared. 

A. Several members must understand the benefits of a Christian framework for trauma recovery. 
B. Volunteers must be found with the gifts to run the program. 
C. Necessary training provided for volunteers. 
D. Intercessory prayer teams must be in place and operating. 
E. The church must desire and practice spiritual adoption for all. 

 
3. Survivors must be prepared. 

A. Badly traumatized survivors must have individually guided treatment beyond that provided by 
the community. 
B. Prayerful companions (contact person) must be bonded to each survivor. 
C. They must be endeavoring to stay on their jobs, in school or providing service elsewhere in 
order to continue functioning. 

 
4. Associated therapists must be prepared. 

A. Crisis plans must be prepared. 
B. A working understanding between therapist and community leaders is needed. 

 
5. Facilities and resources must be prepared. 

A. Library of books and tapes.  
B. Safe environment from unexpected intruders, sharp or dangerous objects, hazards for children. 
C. Music and materials for worship and expression must be provided for the immature and 

wounded. 
 
6. Develop a program 
 

MODEL A 
This is a multi-track program that sets aside two hour blocks of time on two or more days of the 
week in which the survivors and their prayerful companions may gather for 1) group praise and 
worship, 2) reading, listening to tapes and contributing to the library, 3) developing a prayer life, 4) 
growth oriented sharing groups, 5) experiencing the presence of God, 6) soaking prayer for 
memories, 7) community lectures (perhaps twice a month) for partners, friends and supporters, 8) 
play time for spontaneous expression without fear. 
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This model assumes that the church members have a certain familiarity and comfort with 
traumatized people. These churches often have high numbers of trauma survivors on the church 
or pastoral staff (spouses included.) The volunteer leaders are usually quite gifted. 

 
MODEL T 
This is a training model based on heavy training in lay counseling skills for church members. This 
training is usually carried out by professional counselors or well trained pastoral care staffs. 
Church members are trained for two years in weekly seminars covering a wide range of situations, 
prayer, healing and deliverance designed to enrich the whole church. These lay counselors 
extend the reach of pastoral care by providing the intimate nurture and oversight of each survivor 
while directing serious problems for timely help from better trained counselors.  

 
SIMPLE MODEL 
Prayer and praise are the components of this model. Church members and survivors meet twice 
during the week in four hour blocks of time. The first block is for prayer and the survivors lives are 
"soaked" in prayer. The second block is for praise. Caring people are available to meet and teach 
young personalities about prayer and praise. They will take upset people aside to teach and 
comfort them until they can rejoin the rest of the group. One church attempted to add discipleship 
to this model but it did not work. Play can be added, however. 

 
7. Establish a responsibility structure 
 

A. Pastor's responsibilities 
* Spiritual covering 
* Prayer support of therapists, ministry teams, survivors 
* Validation of survivor 
* Distribution of  helpers as needed 
* Discovery and development of spiritual gifts 
* Encourage a spirit and vision for adoption in the spiritual family 

 
B. Therapist's responsibilities 

* Crisis interventions 
* Education of clients, support people, church, and family members 
* Therapeutic interventions for healing 
* Help set boundaries 
* Find their own prayer support base and network 

 
C. Community member's responsibilities 

* Assist in tasks of daily living (child care, transportation, safety) 
* Intercessory prayer for survivor, pastor, therapist, prayer team 
* Maintain spiritual health of prayer team 
* Advocate for and explain the ministry to the church 
* Learn to minister 
* Learn to set boundaries for themselves and the survivor that give life 
* Network with other ministries 
* Carry the financial responsibility in partnership with the church 

 
D. Survivors's responsibilities 

* Commitment to truth 
* Encouraging the strong, living parts of themselves 
* Giving of what they have received 
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 GUIDELINES FOR COMMUNITY BASED COUNSELING - LIFE MODEL 
 E. James Wilder Ph.D. & James G. Friesen Ph. D. 
 
Community based care seeks to change the structure and identity of both the individual and community in 
order that both may be redeemed. 
 
1. Love is more important than recovery. 
   Healing is more important than pain reduction. 
   Pain reduction is more important than proving faith, hope or independence. 
 
2. Carefully assess the severity of each problem.  

A. Catalogue the two types of trauma involved for each person. 
a. Trauma A: Absence of necessary good things (withheld from them) 
b. Trauma B: Bad (evil) done to them 

B. Record the age of onset for each trauma (younger is more severe) 
C. Discover the position of trust and number of perpetrators 
D. Record the amount of isolation, distrust, and loss. 
E. Examine the person's ability and methods for forming attachments (bonds) 
F. Rate their overall maturity level and plan your care accordingly 
G. Prayerfully assess deliverance, healing and adoption needs 
H. Note the degree of overlap between the person's biological and spiritual families. 

3. Provide clear community structure in all matters of responsibility. Appoint one counselor or elder to 
oversee and coordinate the nurture of each deeply wounded person including: 

A. Advances by prayer teams 
B. Trauma team decontamination efforts 
C. Bonding and family life 
D. Meeting of needs 
E. Work - rest - play recovery cycle balance 

4. Evaluate resources available from the: 
A. Individual  

* Catalogue resources  
   1. Health     2. Education/intelligence 
   3. Job skills/employment   4. Positive life experiences -- maturity 
   5. Income/finances/insurance   6. Shelter/safety 
   7. Recovery time  (doesn't have to care for self) 8. Friends 
   9. Spiritual (personal)    10. Personality strengths (i.e. 

stubbornness) 
   11. Spiritual (church community)  12. Family 

Adoptive     Parents/Siblings 
Healing      Relatives 
Deliverance     Spouse/Children 

* there is a desire to seek healing for wounded parts 
* accepting the saving presence of God in their lives 
* there is a regular strengthening and utilization of healthy parts 

B. Therapist 
* desires to have God in the center of his or her life 
* does not base identity on roles thus artificially separating life in and out of therapy. 
Prayer and worship belong both places. 
* considers dividedness a specialty area and seeks ongoing training 
* is part of a team for consultation, education and support 
* has a clearly defined relationship or bond with the client (as coach or supplemental, 
stand-in, or replacement parent) which they live out with awareness and integrity 
* involved regularly with key people in the client's life 

 
C. Community 
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* seeks redemption and develops maturity 
* an elder or "therapy partner" regularly attends therapy/prayer sessions with client 
* the church includes them on the giving end of its on-going ministry team, utilizing their 
abundant gifts without putting them prematurely in leadership 
* there is familiarity and acceptance of dissociation, spiritual family, and identity change at 
the highest levels of the local church 
* members emphasize love for each other and a commitment to meet each other's needs 
* freedom from fear, especially fear of pain 

D. Living environment 
* home is safe and non-triggering 
* house partners are understanding and involved in recovery but not rescuing or co-
dependent 
* anti-depressant medications are available in case of prolonged stress 

E. Undertake only the level of change for which you have available resources and Holy Spirit 
guidance  

 
5.  Don't let anyone go through counseling alone if possible. No "stranger, widow or orphan" is sent 

for counseling by themselves. Privacy is not the highest priority. 
6.  Seek identity changes not role changes. 
7.  Allow, encourage and train all community members to minister redemption. The highest must be 

willing to receive from the lowest. 
8.  Let the restoration work be done by a group that resembles the abuser team, that is a woman to 

restore the damage done by a woman, a man for a man and a group for a group.  
9.  Consider all options including medication, anointing, secular programs, law enforcement, 

consultation, radical personal reorientation, and perseverance. 
10.  Remember that our goal is to receive and give life not to produce recovery. People need to have a 

life more than they need therapy or ministry. Recovery is a side effect of life-giving not its final 
goal.  

11. And: 
* Practice grace with truth. 
* Seek integrity for everyone. 
* Challenge cultural rules or assumptions about bonds and relationships with the requirements of 
Christ. 
* Constantly explain the meaning of any departures from cultural norms.  
* Allow all members to receive and give life. 
* Use affection as the major deterrent to sexual sin. 
* Have a clear responsibility structure for nurture. 
* Allow redemption to disrupt your structure. 
* Leave room for transformations in your procedures and organizational structures. 
* Encourage the freedom for all members to come and go without breaking bonds. 
* Always lend power to the weakest. 
* Be aware that who is the weakest is constantly changing as you lend power. 
* Let people be upset.  
* Support others so they can bear their feelings and not be controlled or try to control others with 
them. 
* Don't let the most anxious person take the lead or control. 
* Operate with the understanding that all community members are dangerous.  
* Prevent "predation" by watching those who do not admit or take responsibility for their own 
destructiveness. (Seduction is as destructive as rape and withholding love as destructive as 
assault.) 
* In a crisis, tirelessly remind others of the objectives. i.e. to establish our true identities. 
* Watch for spiritually accelerated or intensified conflict and take spiritual steps to stop it. 
* Don't expect survivors to know how to "work through" conflicts with each other for a long time. 

  * Admonish only those who have forgotten what they are able to put in practice. Weakness is real. 
Carry burdens for those who cannot. Constantly encourage the faint-hearted. 
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* Be very patient with everyone. 
* Intercede often. 
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  Spiritual Adoption 
 
 E. James Wilder Ph.D. 
 
 
Everyone enters God's family through spiritual adoption. It is adoption and not our natural family ties that 
bring us into the kingdom of God. The spiritual family grows only through adoption and always through 
adoption.  
 
While most Christians understand that in Christ we become adopted children of God, we often fail to 
notice other important adoptions performed by Christ in our lives. Not only does Jesus promise 100 times 
the family we lose because of the gospel, and that during this present age, (Mark 10:29-30) our Lord 
demonstrates what He means by performing an adoption while He is on the cross (John 19:26-27.) 
 
Adoption is a redemptive process which means that: 1) Adoption removes the person from a state from 
which they cannot remove themselves. 2) Adoption involves a cost paid by the ones doing the redeeming. 
3) Adoption means new attachments. 
 
This is not pretend. We tend to think of spiritual as "not real" so let me be clear. The spiritual family is the 
real structure of our life receiving and giving bonds. It lasts beyond all legal, biological and natural bonds 
because it is alive. When spiritual bonds match the natural bonds they grow the best of all.  
 
My wife likes to say "family" are the people we can turn to in times of disaster. I add that "family" is where 
we know we belong on Christmas day. Spiritual families must include those who would not otherwise have 
a family. We must include the widows, orphans and strangers in our midst, all those who lack the 
necessary sustaining relationships. 
 
All people need strong bonds to real family, but which family is real, the natural or the spiritual? The 
answer is both. When redemption transforms the natural family it becomes like the spiritual one. When 
natural communities resist redemption by keeping their natural shape they destroy themselves. Salvation 
is not just an individual matter for individual change, salvation is for us and our whole house. 
 
It is not simply that every individual in the family must be saved but that which we consider "family" must 
also be saved -- that is -- transformed and given life. Spiritual families must provide more than hugs at 
church when the pastor tells us to hug the person next to us. We must also furnish birthday celebrations 
and Friday night suppers -- like a family. This way we begin to see the faint outline of our real family. 
 
Adoption is not an isolated act. When people become members of the household of faith they naturally 
seek their place of attachment. The structure of the family changes irreversibly. Adoptions are permanent. 
Each adoption requires the spiritual family to create a new spot. It will be uncomfortable but joyous! Move 
over and make some room. 
 
 
 
 
Based on the LIFE Model 
Published in the C.A.R.E. Connection  

Volume 1 Issue 4 Spring 1996 
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 GUIDELINES FOR SPIRITUAL ADOPTIONS - LIFE MODEL 
 E. James Wilder Ph.D. & Rick Koepcke M.A. M.F.C.C. 
 
Spiritual adoption is not a technique, it is an eternal parent/child bond that permanently changes the family 
structure for parent, adopted child and other family members. The nature of this bond will profoundly and 
permanently alter the personality and character of both parent and adopted child. This bond can only be 
created by God and undertaken under the guidance of the Holy Spirit by those prepared to have children. 
Spiritual adoption is not a method to promote recovery (as recovery may or may not follow) but intrinsic to 
normal spiritual growth. Spiritual adoption affects every level of the community and family and is not 
without pain. 
 
Spiritual adoption with very wounded children is like raising an abused child. Attention must be paid to the 
two types of trauma these children have suffered. The first type is the Absence of necessary love and 
care. This produces feelings of abandonment, rejection, despair, loneliness, loss, depression and grief. 
These feelings remain "frozen" inside the child/adult and "thaw" in the presence of love. Comforting, caring 
and loving bring the pain out very quickly. New spiritual parents commonly assume that more love will 
make the pain go away, instead, it thaws more pain making their child feel more abandoned, rejected and 
unloved. Immature (often called co-dependent) people will often break bonds at this point noting correctly 
that the more they care the worse it gets. Supportive therapies, counseling and prayer ministries can have 
the same result. It requires the greatest care, patience, restraint, and self control (MATURITY) to avoid 
"thawing" adopted children too quickly. Spiritual parents are careful because they will share this child's 
pains the rest of their life.  
 
The second type of trauma involves the Bad things that happen. Most people have thought about this 
somewhat. Spiritual adoption brings with it responsibility to stop damage if it is continuing at either a 
physical or spiritual level. It also requires parents to seek the healing, redemption and restoration of 
damaged areas. While, adoption helps prevent and restore type B trauma, restoration is often incomplete 
and always dependent on God. The primary responsibility in adoption is to grow bonds of love. These 
bonds of love bring maturity and fruit. 
 
AUTHENTICITY OF ADOPTION 
1.  Parents must know why they want to adopt. Whose idea was it: yours? the adoptee? Holy Spirit? 

(God reveals our relationships in the spiritual family and develops awareness in our hearts of what 
is already done.) 

2.  Spiritual parenting is not role play. A parent is a parent in all situations and at all times. A 
parenting relationship that exists only in certain situations is a potentially dangerous fantasy role 
play. By comparison, adoptions are limited by maturity, capacity and need rather than context-
specific roles. 

3.  Even when adoption is of God we can't make it work. Unless the Lord builds the house, they labor 
in vain who build it. 

4.  Spiritual adoption is not based on outcome. Love will not repair most damage and healing may not 
remove it. 

5.  God selects parents with sufficient maturity. Elders, especially at the "empty nest" point in time are 
the best spiritual parents. 

 
SPIRITUAL PARENTING REQUIREMENTS 
1.  Parents must be aware of what a child needs from mother, father, siblings and community. Each 

parent must determine the nature of their own bond (I am mother or I am father.) If at all possible, 
don't be a single parent. 

2.  Follow the guidelines for bonding. 
3.  Parents must be able to withstand and function in painful situations where the pain may never be 

entirely removed. 
4.  Parents are adopting a "high need" child with exceptional problems and demands. The task will 

require more time, energy, resources and care than having a non-traumatized child of the same 
emotional age. 
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5.  Parents must be aware of the developmental age or ages of the person they are adopting and 
match their efforts with the level of development. 

6.  Allow for adoptions to match the adoptee's maturity and needs. Some people only need a father or 
mother in certain areas of their lives while others have needed a complete family from infancy. 

7.  Spiritual parents help their children become strong enough to leave them and come and go 
without fear. 

 
GROWTH FOR SPIRITUAL PARENTS 
1.  Parents must recognize gaps in their own development and know where they are likely to get 

stuck reparenting. Parents must find healing for themselves and provide other supplemental 
parents for the adopted child. 

2.  Adoptive parents must learn to love and honor the abusive parents they are replacing without 
condoning any evil behavior. 

3.  Parents must recognize that reparenting is a redemptive process for themselves. This is much of 
the joy of reparenting. 

4.  Adoptive parents of abused children must be willing to show their own faults and dangers early in 
the relationship otherwise the adoptee will waste time looking for them and feel betrayed when 
they find the parents' dangerous points. 

 
SONS AND DAUGHTERS 
1.  The adopted child must progressively choose to honor and submit to his or her new parent out of 

love. 
2. Look to see what God is doing with the people he gives you. Do not be surprised when they don't 

fill the role in the way you expect. 
3.  Spiritual bonds are different than biological family bonds. Do not expect that the natural family 

(biological relatives) of your new parents will acknowledge a spiritual relationship with you. 
4. Spiritual adoption helps give you the strength to feel your pain and let your old hopes die. You will 

need help taking this slowly. Until you are healed it will hurt more to be adopted. 
 
COMMUNITY SUPPORT 
1.  Parents must be able to identify and tell others what they cherish about this child. 
2.  Parents must introduce their adopted child slowly but extensively into their community and be 

prepared to explain and interpret for others the nature of their relationship. Expect discomfort, 
doubt, disbelief and censure. 

3.  One central goal is complete adoption by the whole community (parents, siblings, relatives and 
church.) 

4.  Seek to redeem everything. 
 
 
 GUIDELINES FOR BONDING 
 
1.  Begin by accepting the fear bonds as your first connection, it is usually all they know. 
2.  Avoid all intensity/trauma bonding by staying calm during intense emotion and then moving close 

after the intensity has started to subside slightly. 
3.  Add love bonds to fear bonds until the fear bonds can be dropped. 
4.  Form bonds according to the structure of the spiritual community. If you will be a parent, form 

parental bonds, if you will be a sibling form sibling bonds, if you will be an adopted child form child 
bonds. 

5.  Be clear about the kind of bond you are forming: parent-child or sibling-sibling. 
6.  Expect suffering and pain. The stronger the bond the more pain it will likely have to sustain.  
7.  Bonds form best during hard times. 
8.  Review your objectives and the nature of your bond and speak them often. 
9.  Admit failures but do not break bonds. 
10.  Always build toward strong, permanent bonds. 
11.  Establish your bond through public ceremony or confession with symbols and stories. 
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12.  Expect rejection, misunderstanding, criticism, judgement, doubt, suspicion, hostility, 
abandonment, and distancing from others, especially when things get worse and you could really 
use some help, understanding and support. Use this time to purify your bonds and motives and 
clearly interpret the bond to the person you are bonding with as well as the skeptics. Be very 
patient with them all. 

13.  Teach others how to form love bonds. 
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 GUIDELINES FOR PRAYER TEAMS - LIFE MODEL 
 E. James Wilder Ph.D. & Charles H. Kraft B.D., Ph.D. 
 
Praying in teams is advisable for several reasons. Since the Holy Spirit works differently through 
different people, a team makes available a multiplicity of gifts. This provides more insight, 
experience, power and ability to express love. Teams function well to serve at least four 
purposes: 1) intercession, 2) prayer support (soaking in prayer), 3) physical and or emotional 
healing, and 4) deliverance. Any given ministry team may involve more than one of these 
functions. 
 
 
CARE OF THE PRAYER MINISTRY 
 
Whatever the purpose of the team, it is important to avoid confusion by having one person in 
charge. For intercession or prayer support, the team can consist of many people. Though the 
leader guides the session, the usual process allows individuals to lead as they feel prompted by 
the Holy Spirit. 
 
Healing and deliverance teams need to be limited in size and run with a firm hand to avoid 
confusing the recipient. Teams of three or four are usually best. Though the leader may ask 
others for input or allow others to take the lead, the recipient should only have to focus on one 
person at a time. It is, however, important to give opportunity for input from the members of the 
team. One approach that allows everyone to participate in a non-intrusive way is to have team 
members write down insights that come to them during the session on slips of paper and place 
them where the leader can easily refer to them as he or she works with the recipient. 
 
Intercessors are those gifted in tackling a problem with tenacity as Abraham did when he 
begged God to refrain from destroying Sodom (Gen. 18:20-33). As intercessors pray, they 
typically hear from God in words or pictures how He wants them to pray. They also are often 
given prophetic insight into how their prayers will be answered. Support pray-ers may have less 
specific gifting but be no less tenacious in dealing with an issue in prayer. Both types of prayer 
teams are important to healing and deliverance ministries. Intercessors should be alerted to 
pray ahead of time for ministry sessions. Support pray-ers, many of whom may be intercessors, 
should be praying before, during and after healing and deliverance ministry takes place. 
 
Healing and deliverance teams should be led by persons with demonstrated gifts in these 
areas. Leaders should also possess personal maturity in addition to their gifting which allows 
them to lead responsibly. Others on the team may have demonstrated support gifting or may 
have the gifting necessary to lead healing teams but lack experience. The most valuable gifts 
are those that enable the person to gain insight from the Holy Spirit concerning the recipient and 
how to best approach problems. Often intercessors and other pray-ers are very good support 
personnel on healing and deliverance teams. They usually won't know whether they have 
specific ministry gifts until they participate several times on such teams. 
 
 
CARE OF THE PRAYER TEAM 
 
An important function of any ministry team, whether focused on healing or prayer, is to provide 
an example to those in need. First, those with responsibility for ministry should be exemplary in 
their Christian walk. They should model compassion to those in need and teach others how to 
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minister by their example. Often those who receive prayer ministry become the most effective in 
ministering to others because they are able to follow the example of those whom God used to 
free them. 
 
In the process of ministry, God also attends to those who do the ministry. He brings much 
blessing and maturity through the spiritual, emotional and physical closeness teams develop. 
He also blesses in mighty ways through the consciousness that what we do at the human level 
is impossible without the love and empowerment of the Holy Spirit. Ministry teams receive 
blessing beyond measure through being constantly involved in doing things they know they 
cannot do -- unless the Holy Spirit is there to provide the insight and power. 
 
The fact that we cannot do such ministry without the Holy Spirit teaches us that we dare not get 
proud of our own abilities. We must go into every session humbly and prayerfully, with full 
knowledge that we work with a Senior Partner who is God Himself. We need, then, to constantly 
examine our attitudes and impressions lest we be guilty of pride and self-confidence rather than 
the humility and God-confidence that God can bless. In this way we don't mistake our agenda 
for God's, or use God's words to take control ourselves. We don't use God's work as a way to 
avoid our own problems or prayer as a way to avoid responsibility for our actions and passivity. 
We don't prove our faith and hope in God at someone else's expense. Loving action has 
precedence over our faith and hope. And remember, God always wraps His power in love. So 
should we. 
 
 
CARE OF THE RECIPIENT 
 
Ministry is guided by three factors: Scripture, the Holy Spirit and loving relationships. It is 
essential to have someone present with the ministry team who can function as a "spiritual 
parent" to the recipient. This person can function both during and after ministry to support and 
advise the recipient as they would their own child. This helps ensure that excesses and abuses 
of personal and spiritual power are prevented. 
 
Intercessors can be especially helpful to those on healing teams by focusing their prayers on 
areas of a recipient's weakness or demonization. As we battle against spiritual powers, those 
who can strengthen the recipient in spiritual ways are crucial to the healing that God wants to 
bring about. Often the Lord shows intercessors and support pray-ers things about the person or 
the battle that are to be prayed about but not shared with the recipient. He often gives advice 
and Scripture portions that are to be shared to strengthen both pray-ers and those receiving 
ministry. 
 
Prolonged "soaking prayer" by support prayer teams serves many important functions. Prior to 
healing and deliverance ministry, it "softens up" enemy defenses. During ministry, it weakens 
the enemy and strengthens the recipient and team. Prayer also strengthens everyone between 
sessions. Often, God gives encouraging words and Scriptures to these pray-ers to be passed 
along to other participants. In addition to the strengthening function of soaking prayer, it is 
particularly helpful for participants in the process of identity transformation. They experience 
themselves differently when soaked in prayer in the presence of God. In this way they produce 
constructive habits to replace those that kept them in bondage. 
 
Those who are wounded need both healing and support. The purpose of healing and 
deliverance teams is to open and explore wounds that are often very deep. Both members of 
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prayer teams and spiritual family members, then, are to provide support for the person 
undergoing spiritual surgery. It is a joint effort between the various team members, the 
community and the Holy Spirit to bring the recipient to freedom and a new course for life. 
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 Asking Someone To Pray for You 
 E. James Wilder Ph.D. 
 
Anyone undertaking a difficult task like healing their soul and personality needs to be supplied by at least 
five people who pray regularly and perhaps even fast occasionally for them. You need to develop such a 
network if you do not have one already. They will be like a spiritual "blood supply" for your recovery needs.  
 
Most of us have never asked anyone to pray for us although we often ask others to pray for an occasional 
prayer request. Many people have never been asked to pray for someone yet are quite willing to do so. 
Most people say they don't know what to pray about when they are asked. This list will help guide you as 
you discuss with them how they can pray for you. As you grow you will also pray for others. You can also 
use this guide to tell others how you will pray for them. 
 
1. Pray for my maturity. Help me reach maturity in all aspects of my life such as: spiritual, emotional, 
physical, intellectual, relational, financial, social maturity.  
 

A. In order to become mature, people must do hard work so pray that I will be encouraged and 
that you will find ways to encourage me.  

 
B. Growing mature requires that my needs are met. I will keep you informed each week on what 
my current needs are as I discover them. Together we will ask and give thanks as they are met.  

 
C. Maturity only develops in committed relationships. Pray that I will receive the necessary 
divinely appointed relationships in which I can receive and give life. Pray for spiritual mothers, 
fathers, brothers, sisters and children to adopt me into the spiritual family. Pray that I will be ready 
and open to these adoptions. 

 
2. Pray for my redemption. Redemption's work must spread to my body, soul, mind, spirit, relationships 
and history until every way in which I have been injured by the enemy of our souls has been redeemed. 
This redemption includes my salvation, deliverance from evil, healing and restoration to full fellowship with 
God and His people. 
 

A. Pray for my protection from evil. Pray that I will be delivered from all the power, dominion and 
effects of evil in my life and history. Pray that this work be completed both within and around me. 
Pray that I will be guided to those believers who are gifted in helping me win this battle. 

 
B. Pray for the healing of my spirit, mind, soul and body.  

 
C. Pray for the restoration of full fellowship and participation in my relationship to God and the 
people He gives me for my personal spiritual family. 

 
D. Pray for God's timing in all of these ministries. Pray that he will reveal to you, to me and to 
those ministering when each type of ministry should be sought.  

 
3. Pray for my equipping. Pray also for the equipping of my counselors, prayer ministers and spiritual 
family. Specifically ask God what he has given you to equip me with before prayer, healing, deliverance 
and counseling sessions. Help insure that I do not enter the challenges before me unprepared. 
 
4. After each gift from God join with me in testimony/praise/thanksgiving for what God has done. Help 
me remember to celebrate and live fully the life God is giving to me. 
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